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PRESS RELEASE

 
Integrated Precision: UTG's New Recon Flex Bipods 

 
 UTG recently introduced their long awaited Recon Flex bipod series and they are changing the game. 
Bipods can be heavy and cumbersome that many have opted to leave them off of their rifles in favor of more 
simplistic means, such as, simply propping their rifle on top of their pack. The Recon Flex saves on the 
weight and eliminates bulky mounting bases by fully taking advantage of direct attachment at the 3 and 9 
o’clock positions of long guns equipped with either M-LOK® or Keymod handguards. The bipod legs 
unlock, rotate, and lock into place within its 5 position bidirectional base via an easy to use spring-loaded 
locking ring. This base allows for both forward and rearward stow away positions along with 90 and 45 
degree deployable positions and with the legs being adjustable in length (center height adjustable from 5.7”-
8.0”), makes for an ideal bipod for a variety of different long gun applications. Each individual leg features 
locking retention thumb wheels that secure whatever height adjustment you make to them.    
 
TL-BPDM01 MSRP - $54.97 MSRP 
 TL-BPDK01 MSRP - $54.97 MSRP 
 
Visit our company website, www.leapers.com, or drop us a line at 734-542-1500, for up-to-date product information 
and release dates on our continually expanding product lines, ranging from our Michigan born UTG PRO Made in USA 
rail systems and mounts, extensive line of flashlights and lasers, parts and accessories, to our popular gun cases and 
other soft goods. 
 
ABOUT LEAPERS, INC. 

Leapers, Inc., headquartered in Michigan, U.S.A., has been in the business of supplying shooting, 
hunting and outdoor gear since 1992. We set un-compromised high standards for all of our 
business operations. Our goal is to provide a total solution for any line of products we offer and we 
aim to offer the most complete selection of accessories for your one-stop shopping experience. In 
2009, we made an important decision and started our Made-In-the-USA Manufacturing Operation. 
Following our vision with persistence, we created the UTG PRO line of products starting from 
innovative rails and stocks with plans to make scopes and lights. We use local vendors for a variety 
of services and bring jobs back to Michigan. In the past 2 decades, Leapers UTG has enjoyed 
tremendous loyal customer support. We are committed to giving back to customers our most 
innovative, best quality products with the most caring service.  

 
 


